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From: vrd-asknsdladm@comm.nsdl.org
To: blytheb@vrd.org
Subject: New AskNSDL Question

A new question has arrived in the Chemistry category of the AskNSDL service. If you are interested in claiming this question, please log in at:
http://asknsdl.askvrd.org/login.asp

As an AskNSDL volunteer expert, you are not obligated to answer this or any other AskNSDL question. If you feel it is outside your area of expertise and/or you do not have the time to respond, simply ignore this message.

Here is the patrons' question:

*Explain why chlorine, Bromine and Iodine have very similar chemical properties. Use electron arrangements and the position of these elements in the Periodic Table to illustrate your explanation.*
You asked:

I have heard that the second law of thermodynamics was that $S$ (entropy) $> 0$, or in laymen's terms, says that things tend toward disorder. I was trying to discuss this with a person who said they knew physics, and he stated that the DNA molecule, or life, (and therefore evolution) didn't fall under this law because energy input to the molecule makes the theory not applicable. Can you shed some light on his statement, ether explaining it or maybe explaining what he was trying to say? Thanks. Bill

Here is our expert's response to your question:

Your Answer: The second law applies to everything in the Universe (so far as we know), so your friend is incorrect that it doesn't apply to DNA. The energy organisms take in - either through food (the chemical reactions in digesting and processing food provide energy, not just material), light or some other means (e.g. heat) is what keeps life's engine's going. Like all things, without that influx of energy the processes (chemical reactions) that maintain an organisms function ("life") would cease. Then entropy ("death") does set in. At the molecular level (DNA, RNA, etc.) life is no different........
Questions

- What is the difference between a cell phone and my house phone?
- How do some scientists know (when they are putting dinosaur bones together) which bone goes where?
- What happens when a hydrogen atoms absorbs a quantum of energy?
- How does the poison in tarantulas and scorpions produced? Is it fatal to humans?
- If Einstein’s theory on the cosmology of our universe is ever proven then will this imply that dark energy and matter do exist?
- Can you give me some applications about bioinformatics in computer engineering, please?
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